Lesson 24: Quiz 4 - Writing Practice Using First and Third Person

Directions: You will write sentences using first and third person perspectives.

Writing Practice:

1. Write at least three sentences in which you tell about what you personally did on your last birthday. Remember you are writing about yourself in the first person.

Start with, "On my last birthday,"

2. Change what you have written about yourself to someone else. Start your first sentence with the name of that person. Remember that you are writing about someone else, using the third person “he” or “she.” (teacher evaluation)

Start with "On his/her last birthday," Be sure to pick "his" OR "her," not both.
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3. Write at least three sentences about someone you know, in which he or she did something that was funny. Remember to use his or her name in the first sentence, and continue to write about him or her using the third person.

4. Now pretend that you are the person you wrote about in #3. Change what you wrote to the first person.